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Roadway roof is a key factor in roadway stability. At present, the analysis of roof stability is mainly based on numerical calculations
and field measurements with a relatively weak theoretical basis and inadequate research studies on the loading mechanism of the
roof. In this paper, a mechanical calculation model of immediate direct roof under uniform load of rectangular coal roadway is
established. )e stress distribution and roof subsidence in the roof are calculated theoretically and verified by the numerical
calculation, physical tests, and engineering applications. Based on the classical beam solution theory, the stress distribution and
sinking of the thin immediate roof under uniform load are obtained and verified by numerical calculations. )e results are highly
consistent. Two types of thin direct roof failure under uniform load are analyzed: the failure of the normal cross section caused by
the bottom tensile stress and the failure of the inclined section caused by the combined effect of the tensile stress in the abdominal
area and compressive stress.)e stability of thin immediate roof under uniform load of the rectangular coal roadway was tested in
1905s mining roadway of Great Wall Number #3 coal excavation field. )is research can further fill in blanks of the loading
mechanism of the roadway roof and provide theoretical and pragmatic values to control the roadway pressure and rock stratum as
well as the scientific references to the design of the anchor bolt supporting system.

1. Introduction

In coal mining, the stability of the roadway roof is one of the
keys to ensure the safe and efficient production of the mine.
However, the existing researches fail to provide a clear sta-
bility mechanism and sufficient theories about the supporting
system for the roadway roof [1–5]. In the initial study of the
roadway surrounding rock stability, the self-supporting ca-
pacity of the surrounding rock was often neglected. )e bolt
support plays a role of suspension or provides support re-
sistance to the surface of the roadway [1, 6, 7]. With the
development of anchor bolt technology, people gradually
recognize that the pressure of the roadway surrounding rock
has been mainly born by the surrounding rock itself with the
surrounding rock as the primary load carrier and the sup-
porting system as the secondary load carrier [8, 9]. )e

bearing capacity of the surrounding rock of the roadway was
firstly proposed in the Terzaghi theory [10]. )e Proto-
dyakonov theory [11] suggests that the pressure imposed on
the supporting system originated from the weight of loose
rocks in the collapse arch of the surrounding rock. )e
Austrian method [12] theory indicates that the self-bearing
capacity of the surrounding rock plays a dominating role in
achieving the stability of the surrounding rock. )e core idea
of the Austrian method lies in making use of the self-bearing
capacity of the surrounding rock to support the roadway
surrounding rock, forming a combined support system along
with the external supporting structure through focusing on
the self-bearing capacity of the surrounding rock [13].

As the researches regarding the stability of the roadway
surrounding rock develop further, people are aware of
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certain load bearing structure included in the roadway
surrounding rock, which benefits the optimization of the
roadway surrounding rock [14]. Salamon et al. proposed the
energy supporting theory, suggesting that supporting
structure and surrounding rock of a roadway interact with
each other and deformed together. Man-chu [15] conducted
the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) and found
out that the alternate layout of the high preloaded long and
short anchor bolts was critical to achieve the supporting
structure with high stability. In addition, the anchor bolts in
radial pattern can achieve a better control of the roadway
roof than those in vertical pattern. Chen et al. [16] believe
that the surrounding rock has substantial self-bearing ca-
pacity, indicating the limited supporting role of the external
supporting structure. Many factors can contribute to the
pressure of the surrounding rock including the embedded
depth of the tunnel, the tunnel sizes and shapes, the
physicomechanical properties, and the flexibilities of the
supporting system. Zhao et al. [17] analyze the constraint of
the anchor bolts to the expandability of the tunnel rocks
through analyzing the interaction between the rock mass
dilatancy and bolt support in underground engineering and
suggest that the anchor bolt supporting system can effec-
tively improve the pressure environment adjacent to the
tunnel and inhibit the expansion of highly pressurized rocks
in the area with low pressure.

Improvements are needed in the present researches. All
research results fail to include the strength parameters of the
coal body, which tends to impact the load bearing capacity of
the surrounding rock. Some parameters cannot be obtained,
resulting in the gap between the theories and the field

applications. Without the quantitate versification, the ac-
curacy is questionable. In this paper, a mechanical calcu-
lation model of thin direct roof under uniform load of
rectangular coal roadway is established to analyze the
mechanism behind the roof collapse. In addition, the results
were applied to the field for verification.

2. Stress Theoretical Calculation of the Thin
Immediate Roof under Uniform Load of
Rectangular Coal Roadway

2.1.4eoretical CalculationModel. )e thin immediate roof
of the roadway, as the study object, bears the evenly dis-
tributed load from the top, which often originates from the
weight of the top rock layer, with the lateral horizontal
stresses at both sides. )e roof also bears the vertical stress
and shear stress imposed by the coal body. )e stress dis-
tribution firstly increased and decreased subsequently from
the roadway center to the sides, which is equivalent to the
bearing loads and stresses mentioned in Section 3, with
different orientations [18]. )e thin immediate roof under
uniform load is considered as a beam structure under the
plane stresses, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

)e load imposed on the thin immediate roof by the
coal body can be calculated based on equation (1). How-
ever, compared with the coordinates in Figure 1, the co-
ordinates in Figure 2 moved by b/2 in length to the left,
which results in a new equation to calculate the load im-
posed on the thin immediate roof by the coal body, pro-
vided as follows [19]:
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where x0 � xs + b/2; K1 � C0/tanφ0 + (1 + sinφ/1 − sinφ)

Px + 2C cosφ/1 − sinφ; andK2 � 2 tanφ0(1 + sinφ)/ m(1−

sinφ).

2.2. Calculation

2.2.1. Load Intensity, Shear Force, and Moment of the 4in
Immediate Roof under Uniform Load of Rectangular Coal
Roadway. In contrast with the classic beam theory, the thin
immediate roof under uniform load bears not only the

vertical load but also the shear stress load at the bottom due
to the lateral coal body [20]. Figure 2 demonstrates a
magnified section at x point from the original point, which
was selected from the beam shown in Figure 1. Fq and Mq
refer to shear force of the left cross section and the moment,
respectively. When x was increased by dx, Fq and Mq were
increased by dFq and dMq accordingly.

All internal forces included in the selected section are
taken to be positive. Following  Fq � 0 and  Mq � 0, the
following equation is obtained:
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where M is the center moment of the thin immediate roof,
N·m and h is the thickness of the thin immediate roof m.

After skipping the high-order trace (σy − cH)dx(dx/2),
the internal forces can be expressed as follows:

dF
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2
.

(4)
2.2.2. Horizontal Stress of the 4in Immediate Roof under
Uniform Load of Rectangular Coal Roadway. According to
equation (4), the internal shear force of the thin immediate
roof under uniform load can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 1: Mechanical model of thin immediate roof.
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Figure 2: )e model of the relationship of internal forces of thin
immediate roof.
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where K1 and K2 are parameters to be determined. Integrating equation (5), the bendingmoment of the thin
immediate roof under uniform load is obtained as follows:
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where K3 and K4 are parameters to be determined. )e moments of the thin immediate roof continue when
x � b/2 and x � x0. Following equation (6), K3 and K4 are
calculated as follows:
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)e horizontal stress of the thin immediate roof at the
roadway width is obtained as follows:
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Considering the impact of the lateral loads on the thin
immediate roof, the horizontal stress is calculated as follows:
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2.2.3. Deposition of the 4in Immediate Roof under Uniform
Load of Rectangular Coal Roadway. )e deposition of the
thin immediate roof at the roadway width satisfies the
following equation:

EIw″ � Mdx, (10)

where wis the deflection of the thin immediate roof (the
deposition), m; E is the elastic modulus of the thin imme-
diate roof, GPa; and I is the moment of inertia, m4.

)e thin immediate roof adopts a symmetric structure
with a zero-center tangle. )e deposition of the roof is
calculated based on equation (10) as follows:

EIw � BMdx + K5, (11)

where K5 is a parameter to be determined.
)is problem is an infinite statically indeterminate

problem, requiring the determination of the vertical dis-
placement of the coal bodies on both sides before the so-
lution. To simplify the calculation, assuming that the
deformation somewhere in the coal body is zero as the
deformation coordination condition, the following equation
is obtained:

K5 � −
x
2
q

2
K3 + cH

x
4
q

24
, (12)

where xq is the point where the deformation is assumed at
zero in the plastic zone.

xq depends on the width of the plastic zone within the
coal seam. When the hardness of the coal is high, a relatively
smaller value of xq is selected, which is equivalent to the half
of the roadway width. In case of low hardness, the point with
zero deformation migrates to the deep area of the coal seam,
resulting in the following equation:
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where η is a parameter to be determined.
)e deposition of the roof is calculated as follows:
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Under the panel strain, the deposition of the roof is
calculated as follows:
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3. Numerical Calculations and Verification of
the Stress of the Thin Immediate Roof under
Uniform Load of Rectangular Coal Roadway

A model was established based on FLAC3D, whose di-
mension is 100× 30×1m. )e dimension of the road is
4.8× 4m with a 3 m roof and 23 m bottom, constituting a
total of 36,000 units, as shown in Figure 3. )e top, bottom,
left, and right sides of the model are fixed with an evenly
distributed load of 2.5MPa at the top, excluding the weight
of the coal seam.

)e vertical stress and horizontal stress of the thin
immediate roof under the evenly distributed load are
demonstrated in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the peak coefficient of lateral
support stress was 1.75 with a plastic zone width at 3.72m
through the theoretical calculation. In the case of 5.8 m
thickness of the think immediate roof, the numerical cal-
culation suggested that the vertical stress peak coefficient of
the thin immediate roof was 1.64, while the theoretical
calculation indicated a plastic zone width at 3.46m. )e
theoretical and numerical calculations were compared and
are illustrated in Figure 5.

As demonstrated in Figure 4, the horizontal stress of the
thin immediate roof is consistent, including the theoretically
calculated result and the numerically calculated result at
5.8 m thickness of the thin immediate roof. )e maximum
difference was limited to 0.67MPa. However, in the case of
3 m thickness of the thin immediate roof, the maximum
difference was as high as 5.2MPa.

)e relatively large difference at 3 m thickness of thin
immediate roof is caused by the selected value of α. In the
theoretical calculation, α was obtained based on the coun-
terbalance of the lateral vertical stress of the contact surface,
whose curve was divided into two sections: positive expo-
nential function on the left and negative exponential
function on the right. However, the numerical calculation
suggests that the aforementioned curve was followed at
5.8 m thickness of the thin immediate roof. When the
thickness of the thin immediate roof was 3m, fluctuation
was observed around the stress peak. )e positive lateral
vertical stress was selected. Figure 6 provides the detailed
distribution of the lateral vertical stress.

According to Figure 6, when the thickness of the thin
immediate roof was 3m, fluctuation was observed around
the stress peak. )e stress fluctuation resulted in the tol-
erances of the calculation of parameter α, leading to the
tolerance of the lateral vertical stress distribution. To resolve
this issue, a correction factor was introduced. )e com-
parison of the corrected result and the numerical calculation
was conducted and is illustrated in Figure 7.

According to Figure 7, at the correction factor of 1.5, two
calculations yielded the closest results.)erefore, for the thin
immediate roof, the tolerance caused by the fluctuation of
the vertical stress needs to be corrected for obtaining an
accurate result.

4. Analysis of the Collapse Mechanism of the
Thin Immediate Roof under Uniform Load of
Rectangular Coal Roadway

A thinner immediate roof under uniform load leads to a
higher possibility of normal section failure. On the other
hand, a thicker immediate roof under uniform load leads to a
higher possibility of an oblique section failure. )e following
analysis is conducted from two perspectives including the
normal section and the oblique section.

4.1. Analysis of the Normal Section CollapseMechanism of the
4in Immediate Roof under Uniform Load of Rectangular
Coal Roadway

4.1.1. Forces on the Normal Section of the 4in Immediate
Roof under Uniform Load. When the load imposed on the
thin immediate roof under uniform load is relatively small,
the internal moment is relatively small in the thin immediate
roof, whose forces are similar to the homogeneous elastomer
beams. )e stress distribution of the pressurized zone and
tensile zone forms a triangle shape, as demonstrated in
Figure 8(a).

When the load imposed on the thin immediate roof
under uniform load increases, the stress distribution of the
tensile zone tends to bend instead of staying as a straight line,
which is due to a higher compression capacity of the rock
than the tensile capacity. )e curve of the tensile zone stress
distribution develops toward the neutral axis. When the
moment reaches the strain limit of the tensile zone
boundary, the normal section will break, as demonstrated in
Figure 8(b). At this moment, the stress distribution of the
pressurized zone is still close to a triangle shape, while the
stress distribution of the tensile zone has developed into a
curve.

)e key to preventing the failure of the normal section of
the thin immediate roof lies in controlling the stratum strain
at the bottom. )e truss structure or anchor bolts (cables)
along with the steel belts can be used.)e ideal situation is to
ensure that the thin immediate roof experiences failures
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simultaneously in the pressurized zone and tensile zone,
making full use of the self-bearing capacity of the rock
stratum. When cracks develop at the lower section of the
thin immediate roof, the load born by the tensile zone is
transferred to the tie rods or steel belts (reference to the steel

bar mechanism in the steer bar and concrete beam con-
struction; and the tie rods in the truss structure or the steel
belts and ladder beams in the standard anchor bolts are
equivalent to the tensile reinforcement steel bars in the steel
bar and concrete structure). )e tie rods or steel belts tend to
bear higher forces. Meanwhile, the neutral axis moves up-
ward, transferring the tensile force to the tie rods and steel

Coal seam
Top roof

Bottom floor

Figure 3: Numerical model of stress of thin immediate roof under uniform load.
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Figure 4: )e stress of thin immediate roof under uniform load. (a) )e cloud diagram of the vertical stress. (b) )e cloud diagram of the
horizontal stress.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9: )e failure form of normal section of thin immediate roof under uniform load. (a) )e under-reinforced beam failure. (b) )e
over-reinforced beam failure. (c) )e low-reinforced beam failure.
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Figure 7: )e corrected horizontal stress distribution at the center of thin immediate roof under uniform load.
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Figure 8: )e mechanical characteristic of normal section of thin immediate roof under uniform load.
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Figure 11: )e experiment validation of oblique section failure of thin immediate roof under uniform load. (a) )e test device and the
failure of the thin immediate roof in the literature [20]. (b) )e test device and the failure of the thin immediate roof in the literature [1]. (c)
)e roof collapse of the Great Wall Number #3 coal mining field.

Figure 10: )e principal stress trajectory of thin immediate roof under uniform load.
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belts. )e loaded stratum demonstrates more plastic fea-
tures, resulting in a curved stress distribution, as demon-
strated in Figure 8(c).

When the load imposed on the thin immediate roof
under uniform load reaches extreme, the tie rods or steel
belts tend to yield, leading to the drastic deposition of the
thin immediate roof and section failure, as demonstrated in
Figure 8(d).

4.1.2. Collapse Mechanism of the 4in Immediate Roof under
Uniform Load. Referencing the failures of the concrete
beams, the collapses of the thin immediate roof can be
divided into three categories: the under-reinforced beam
failure, the over-reinforced beam failure, and the low-
reinforced beam failure, as shown in Figure 9.

)e under-reinforced beam failure is featured with the
early yield of the tie rods or the steel belts. )e section does
not break until the stratum edge of the load zone is crushed,
which is categorized as the ductile failure. )e tie rods and
steel belts demonstrated drastic plastic deformation during
the process, leading to the deposition of the thin immediate
roof, as demonstrated in Figure 9(a). )is type of failure is
often accompanied with early warnings.)e over-reinforced
beam failure is featured with the early crushing of the
stratum in the load zone without the yield of the tie rods or
steel belts.)e failure occurs suddenly due to the crushing of
the stratum without any clear warning, which is categorized
as the brittle failure, as demonstrated in Figure 9(b). For the
low-reinforced beam failure, the failure occurs once the
tensile rock stratum develops cracks, which is categorized as
the brittle failure, as demonstrated in Figure 9(c).

4.2. Collapse Mechanism Analysis of the4in Immediate Roof
under Uniform Load of Rectangular Coal Roadway. )e
principal tensile stress and load stress on the thin immediate
roof under uniform load can be expressed, respectively, as
follows:

σtp �
σqt

2
+

�������

σ2qt

4
+ τ2qt



,

σcp �
σqt

2
−

�������

σ2qt

4
+ τ2qt



,

(16)

where σtp is the principal tensile stress, MPa, and σcp is the
principal load stress, MPa.

When overlooking the impact of the bottom lateral shear
stress load on the internal shear stress, the shear stress at the
center of the thin immediate roof can be expressed as
follows:

τqt �
F

8I
h
2

�
3F

2h
, (17)

where τqt is the shear stress of the thin immediate roof, MPa.
)e angle between the principal tensile stress and the

beam axis can be expressed as follows:

tan 2αqt  � −
τqt

2σqt

� −
3F

σqth
, (18)

where αqt is the angle between the principal tensile stress and
the axis.

)e principal stress trajectory of thin immediate roof
under uniform load can be described in Figure 10.

)e low positive stress and high shear stress were ob-
served at the neutral axis with a 45° principle tensile stress
direction. When the load increased at the thin immediate
roof to reach the tensile limit of the stratum, cracks de-
veloped. Oblique cracks were developed along the principle
vertical tensile stress in the abdominal area, which was
named as abdominal shear oblique cracks. From the prin-
cipal stress trajectory, the principle tensile stress closer to the
roadway was dominated by the horizontal direction.
Without any additional support, short and vertical cracks
tend to develop, slowly expanding to the load zone, which
are called bending shear diagonal cracks.

)e shear-span ratio reflects the relative ratio of normal
stress and shear stress on the oblique section, indicating the
relative ratio of the bending moment of the section to the
shear force to some extent, which holds a deciding meaning
to the failure of the oblique section and can be expressed as
follows:

ϑ �
M

Fh
, (19)

where ϑ is the shear-span ratio.
Introducing equations (5) and (6) into equation (19), the

following equation is obtained:

ϑ �
x

2h
−

K3

cHxh
. (20)

Around the center of the thin immediate roof, the
moment plays a vital role in the roof failure, leading to high
possibilities of normal section failure. Due to the lower
shear-span ratio at both roof sides, the principal stress
trajectory follows a pattern of short cylinders, leading to high
possibilities of oblique section failure. In other words, the
stratum in the oblique section tends to be sliced into small
oblique cylinder units by the abdominal shear oblique
cracks, ending with the ultimate failure. )e load bearing
capability is relatively high for this type of failure, which
depends on the load strength of the stratum and is cate-
gorized as the brittle failure.

Some previously conducted experiments have also
verified the oblique failures of the thin immediate roof under
uniform load, as demonstrated in Figure 11. In spite of some
deviations from the test conditions and the theoretical
calculation, the general pattern and rule demonstrated are
consistent.

In the simulation demonstrated in Figure 11(a), small
cracks developed in the thin immediate roadway roof,
suggesting the normal section failure of the thin immediate
roof. However, due to the constraint generated from the steel
belts, the crack development was limited to a relatively small
width. )e principle tensile stress led to the failure of the
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Figure 12: Parameter analysis of maximum tensile stress of thin immediate roof under uniform load. (a) )e coal cohesion. (b) )e coal
friction angle. (c) )e coal cohesion of the contact surface. (d) )e friction angle of the contact surface. (e) )e thickness of the thin
immediate roof. (f ) )e supporting strength. (g) )e roadway height. (h) )e roadway width.
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oblique section, which is similar to the failure of the oblique
load. Clear damaged stratum can be observed in the front
view in the right bottom corner of the roof. After the failure,
the cracks continued to grow driven by the principle tensile
stress. Due to the inclined anchor bolts, no collapse oc-
curred; only cracks occurred. )e experiment demonstrated
in Figure 11(b) simulated the roadway sides and the roof.
Compared with Figure 11(a), the following differences were
observed.①No crack was observed in the roof center due to
unevenly distributed load caused by different loading
methods, resulting in a low load in the center and high loads
at sides. ② )e oblique cracks at the roof bottom moved
toward the center. )e roadway movement can be evaluated
based on the black lines marked in Figure 11(b), suggesting
that the roadway movements had some impact on the crack
development of the thin immediate roof and further
influenced the stability of the thin immediate roof, which
failed to be included in the theoretical calculationmentioned
above. Figure 11(c) demonstrates the physical simulation
tests to the hard and thin roof. Five times of the original

vertical stress (the original vertical stress was about
17.5MPa) was imposed on the roof, resulting in the de-
velopment of the through oblique cracks. Despite the anchor
bolts, collapse still occurred in arch shapes. )ree experi-
ments illustrate the failures of the oblique section of the thin
immediate roof. )e development of the through oblique
cracks without sufficient supports can lead to roof collapse.

5. Parameter Analysis of the Maximum Tensile
Stress of the Thin Immediate Roof under
Uniform Load of Rectangular Coal Roadway

)e maximum tensile stress for the thin immediate roof
locates at the center of the thin immediate roof. When the
tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the stratum, the
normal section failure can occur easily. )erefore, the
maximum tensile stress at the roof center was selected for
parameter analysis with the roof thickness of 5.8m to avoid
the lateral vertical stress fluctuation, as demonstrated in
Figure 12. )e basic parameters are the same as those in-
cluded in the numerical calculation model.

According to Figure 12, when other parameters stay
unchanged, (1) the coal internal friction angle and the co-
hesion, the friction angle and the cohesion of the contact
surface, the support strength (0∼0.1MPa), and the roadway
height have limited impact on the maximum tensile stress;
(2) the thickness of the thin immediate roof has a relatively
high impact on the maximum tensile stress; and as the roof
thickness increases, the maximum tensile stress decreases
accordingly; the classic beam theory is no longer applicable
for the roof with extreme thicknesses due to the increased
tolerances; (3) the roadway width has a significant impact on
themaximum tensile stress of the thin immediate roof; as the
roadway width increases, the maximum tensile stress in-
creases approximately linearly.

Table 1: Properties of coal and immediate roof of 1905S entry.

Stratum )ickness (m) Tensile strength
(MPa)

Compressive
strength (MPa)

Elastic modulus
(GPa) Poisson’s ratio Cohesion

(MPa)
Internal friction

angle (°)
Immediate roof 1.8 5.09 98.75 46.3 0.22 8.47 33.9
Coal seam 4.0 — 4.39 7.86 0.31 1.51 25.3
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Figure 14: Horizontal stress in the middle of 1905S air-return
entry.
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6. EngineeringVerificationof theStabilityof the
Thin Immediate Roof under Uniform Load of
Rectangular Coal Roadway

)e thin immediate roof under uniform load is mainly
suitable for the roadway under the thin bedrock and the
roadway with the hard-immediate roof. )e engineering
verification was conducted in 1905S mining roadway of
Great Wall Number #3 coal excavation field.

1905S mining roadway of Great Wall Number #3 coal
field locates at number #9 coal seam, with a total roadway
length of 2665m, whose inclined angle is 12∼24°, with av-
erage at 17°. )e embedded depth of the 1905S haulage entry
is about 700m with a 600 m embedded depth of the mining
roadway. Solid coal is surrounding the work face. )e de-
tailed work surface is demonstrated in Figure 13.

)e immediate roof of 1905S mining roadway is made
out of limestone, whose mechanical properties are listed in
Table 1.

According to Table 1, the 1905S roadway roof has high
hardness, meeting the conditions of the thin immediate roof.
However, more parameters are needed to calculate the forces
born by the roof.)e horizontal stress was taken by equating
to the vertical stress. )e coal cohesion was taken as 1/2 of
the coal rock block. )e cohesion of the coal contact surface
was taken as 1/10 of the rock block. )e friction angle of the
coal rock body was taken equating to the coal rock block.)e
friction angle in the rock contact surface is 10° with the peak
stress coefficient at 2. )e theoretical calculation of the
horizontal stress at the center of the thin immediate roof is
shown in Figure 14.

According to Figure 14, the area 1.2 meters away from
the roof center is the tensile stress zone when no mining is
conducted. Under mining, the roadway bore a higher load.

)e tensile stress at the lower section of the roof exceeded the
tensile strength, transforming the linear distribution into a
curved distribution toward the neutral axis.When the tensile
stress at the tensile zone boundary reached the limit, the
section tended to crack. To prevent the development of
cracks, anchor bolts were installed on the site to enhance the
roof stability.

)e section of 1905S air-returning roadway takes the
shape of an oblique rectangle with a cross section width of
5400mm, a low top of 3910mm, and a high top of 4680mm.
)e roadway is supported by anchor cable and net, anchor
rod is Φ22mm× 2400mm high strength bolt, steel pallet is
150×150×10mm, each anchor has two MSK2835 resin
cartridges, row spacing between bolts is 1200×1200mm,
roofW steel belt is 5200× 280× 3mm, high (low) steel belt is
2600 (1400)× 280× 3mm, top steel strand anchor cable is
Φ17.8× 6500mm, each with four MSK2835 resin cartridges,
steel plate is 300× 300×12mm, and row spacing is
2400mm, two per row.)e main parameters of bolt support
are presented in Table 2.

)e actual roof depositions of the 1905S roadway sur-
rounding rock were measured and presented in Figures 15
and 16.

)e forces on the roof anchor bolts of the 1905S haulage
entry were measured through the dynamometer on site and
are presented in Figure 17.

According to Figures 15 to 17, the following results are
obtained: (1) With a relatively weak anchor supporting sys-
tem, the deformations of two roadways were limited under
one-time excavation effect. )e roof deposition of 1905S
haulage entry was about 180mm, while the 1905S air-
returning roadway experienced a total of 120mm in depo-
sition, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations. (2)
)e forces on the anchor bolts experienced limited variances
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Figure 15: Roof deposition of 1905S haulage entry.
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Figure 16: Roof deposition of 1905S air-return entry.

Table 2: Rock bolt support parameters of 1905S roadway.

Parameter
Anchor bolt Anchor cable

Length
(mm)

Distance
(mm)

Row
distance (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Preload
(kN)

Length
(mm) Number/row Row

distance (mm)
Diameter
(mm)

Preload
(N·m)

Roof 2400 1200 1200 22 200 6500 2 2400 17.8 200
Two sides 2400 1200 1200 22 200 — — — — —
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50 meters beyond the working face. )e forces on the anchor
bolts experienced some increases within 50 meters from the
working face, as high as 30 kN. )e increase was relatively
small, suggesting that the vertical deformation of the sur-
rounding rock within the supporting range of the anchor bolts
was limited, validating the selection of the classical beam
theory for the study of the roof stability in this study.

7. Conclusions

(1) )e stress distribution and deposition of the thin
immediate roof under uniform load of rectangular
coal roadway were obtained through the theoretical
calculations.

(2) )e stress theoretical calculations and the numerical
calculations of the thin immediate roof under uni-
form load were compared and a consistent trend was
obtained, especially at 5.8 m thickness of the thin
immediate roof. However, the differences between
the theoretical calculations and the numerical cal-
culations were relatively large at 3 m thickness of the
thin immediate roof, which was caused by the
fluctuations observed around the lateral supporting
stress peak, resulting in tolerances among

parameters. After the introduction of the correction
factors, the differences were significantly reduced,
rendering the consistency between the theoretical
calculations and the numerical calculations.

(3) Two failures of the thin immediate roof under
uniform load were identified: the normal cross
section failure caused by the bottom tensile stress
and the failure of the oblique section caused by the
combined effect of the tensile stress in the abdominal
area and compressive stress.

(4) )e parameter analysis of the maximum tensile
stress based on the theoretical equation reveals that
the coal internal friction angle and cohesion, the
friction angle and the cohesion of the contact
surface, the support strength, and the roadway
height have limited impact on the maximum tensile
stress. )e thickness of the thin immediate roof has
a relatively high impact on the maximum tensile
stress. As the roof thickness increases, the maxi-
mum tensile stress decreases accordingly. )e
classic beam theory is no longer applicable for the
roof with extreme thicknesses due to the increased
tolerances. )e roadway width has a significant
impact on the maximum tensile stress of the thin
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Figure 17: Rock bolt force of 1905S haulage entry. (a) Bolt dynamometer and number. (b) Bolt force.
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immediate roof. As the roadway width increases,
the maximum tensile stress increases approximately
linearly.

(5) )e stability of the thin immediate roof under
uniform load was tested and verified on the 1905S
mining roadway of Great Wall Number #3 mine.
Under most of circumstances, the thin immediate
roof with high hardness is stable consistently.
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